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□ As part of the Tax Reform Act of 1997, students
or their parents could receive up to a $1,500 credit
on their federal taxes.
ByDARLAWARNOCK
The BC News

Freshmen and sophomores
have all the luck.
After recently passed legislation, first and second year stu-

dents may receive up to a $1,500
break on their taxes - and the
University is willing to help.
Congress passed "Hope Tax
Credit" legislation designed to
assist students and their parents
drop the cost of higher education.

A part of the Tax Reform Act of
1997, the program allows students or their parents to be given
tax credit on the basis of how
much tuition dollars are spent.
Students in their first two
years of higher education will
receive 100 percent of the first
$1,000 of tuition payments, and
50 percent of an additional
$1,000. The maximum credit
available is $1,500.

The potential problem was that
the legislation goes into effect
Jan. 1, 1998, counting all tuition
payments made after that time.
University bursar bills for spring
semester are stated to be due
Dec. 17. Those payments would
not be counted in the amount of
tuition paid for 1998, taking away
the amount of money students
could get back.
Hearing this, the University

decided to give students a break
so they can receive full benefit of
the tax break. They are accepting
payments from eligible freshmen and sophomores after Jan. 1.
All payments still must be
received by Jan. 8 or the same
late fees or cancellation of registration will occur.
Joe Martini, bursar, said he
wants to make sure students are
able to get the maximum benefit

from the tax break.
"I think it is an important thing
to be allowed to pay late without
a penalty," Martini said. "We
want to make sure people can
take advantage of the tax break."
He wants to make sure ail students are aware of the break they
may be able to receive. Information is being distributed with the
• See TAX, page five.

A sweeter 16
BG tops Marquette, to face Indiana
in second-straight NCAA quarterfinal
By JIM TOCCO
The BC News

BG Ncwi Phot* by Juon McMahon

BG senior forward Chris Dore beats a Marquette defender to the ball in the Falcons' 1 -0 victory over the
Golden Eagles in an NCAA Tournament first-round game in Milwaukee. BG takes on Indiana next.

MILWAUKEE - Bowling
Green's men's soccer team beat
"■' [uette 1-0 Saturday, making
trips to the Sweet 16 round of the
NCAA Tournament less of a miracle.
It's becoming a trend.
BG rolled to its second consecutive first-round victory before
1,050 fans at Marquette University's Valley Fields, placing the
Falcons among the nation's 16
elite teams.
It was the Falcons' 11th consecutive win, and their first-ever
NCAA Tournament road victory.
"I'm very excited that we could
come in and dominate the game
this weekend and win on the road
like this," said senior sweeper
Dan Kindl. "Everyone put in a
great effort, and I think Marquette put In a great effort too."
The game's only goal was
scored in the 58th minute, when
senior Brandon Pelton collected
a Jay Began rebound and put it in
with his left foot.
"I couldn't be happier for
Brandon Pelton," said coach Mel
Mahler. "This is a kid who is a
senior and who had little playing
time before this year, but he
comes to practice and just works
his tail off.
'Tor him to be rewarded, that
(makes me) happy for him."
Goalkeeper Scott Vallow made
six saves en route to his fourth
consecutive shutout. It was this
12th shutout of the season, which

"It feels good. We
knew it was going to
be a low-scoring
game... we're just
fortunate to come
away with a win."
Scott Vallow
Falcon goalkeeper
■Brandon Pelton makes good on
pre-game boasts of scoring in
NCAA Tournament game. Story,

page 7.
ties a BG record.
"It feels good," Vallow said.
"We knew it was going to be a
low scoring game ... we're just
fortunate to come away with a
win."
The win puts the Falcons at
18-S on the year, tying the alltime win total set a year ago.
That record will be tested next
weekend, when BG faces No.
1-rated Indiana, which won its
first-round game against Butler.
"Indiana's going to have to play
well to beat us," Mahler said. "If
our guys are up to the challenge,
we'll see how it comes out."
The players were up to the
challenge Saturday, beating a
12-5-3 Marquette team which was
playing in its first NCAA tournament.

"We felt like we could go farther in the tournament, it just
didnt fall into place today," said
MU senior Drew Watzka. "We
gave a lot of effort, but in the
final product, it just didn't come
out for us."
BG's lone goal was crucial,
since the two teams spent most of
the game knocking it around the
midfield, allowing each other
only 21 total shots.
"It's pretty much exactly what
we expected," Mahler said.
"Whoever scored the first goal
was going to win."
On the other side of the field,
any mistakes by BG's defense
were cleaned up by Vallow.
"Scott's playing big, and I
mean that literally," Mahler
said."He's just a big, imposing
figure."
"He's ironed out any chinks in
his armor," Pelton added.
Marquette was proud of this
year's team, despite the home
loss.
"It was a great season," Adlard
said. "Great strides are being
made. The players today have
put us on the map, and I think
you'll find that this team will get
better and the quality of the program will continue to grow."
For BG, things keep getting
better as well.
This is the second-straight
Sweet 16 appearance, to add to
three conference championships.
"I'm happy for the program,"
Mahler said. "I keep telling the
kids.'you guys are the trendsetters.'"

MONDAI FEATURE

This won't hurt — really
□ Body piercing, which
can be done at two
different shops right
here in Bowling Green,
has become increasingly
popular with students
over the past few years.

By WENDY SUTO
The BC News

Body piercing has been around
long enough for people to realize
it is no longer just a passing fad it has become an increasing practice and is here to stay.
Here at Bowling Green, students are getting it done simply
because they can. However, it
f»

may now be a little more difficult
to attain.
According to the Wood County
Health Department licensing
procedures, piercing is not legally permitted until one is 18 years
of age, whether or not parents
give their son or daughter permission. The required licensing
became an active law in September.
Both piercing artists in BG,
Jarvie Plotner of Living Canvas
Skin Art Tattoos on East Wooster
Street and Tiffany Datchler of
Extreme Tattoo on North Main
Street have been piercing long
before the required licensing
was put into effect.
"The state of Ohio decided they
were going to regulate piercing
as well as tattooing. Wood County

just decided to come on board to
be one of the first ones to set up
the licensing," Plotner said. "If I
wanted to keep piercing, I had to
get a license, even though I had
already been piercing before."
As of the beginning of the
school year, both places had each
pierced hundreds of college students.
Some piercings are more popular than others. For instance,
more females than males get
their navel pierced while more
males get their labret and nipples
pierced than females. There has
been a fairly equal mix of tongue,
eyebrow and genital piercings
over the last few months in BG,
according to the piercers.
Today, piercees are doing it for
decoration and artistic creations,

individuality and selfexpression, and simply because
they can. One less personal
reason for having a part of one's
body pierced is a lot of peer
pressure.
"The belly buttons are big with
the peer pressure crew because
everybody is like, 'I got mine
done so you need to get one done,
too,'" Plotner said. "It's not you
wanting to do it to be you. It's you
wanting to do it to fit into the
crowd. Peer pressure is more
prevalent out there than you
might believe because I see it
every day."
Adrian Davoli, a junior computer science major, has multiple
piercings. Such piercings include
• See PIERCING, page five,
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Nose rings like the one pictured here are becoming more common
among University students.
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Happy Thanksgiving, things could be worse
"/ make the most of all that
comes, and the least of all that
goes'
■ Sarah Teasdale
Ignorance Is bliss. I hear
sometimes.
Yeah, fo a point. Sometimes
Ignorance keeps you from
realizing that the world Isn't as
rosy and slap-happy-pappy as
we'd like to think. Sometimes It
keeps us from making Intelligent decisions, like using
protection when we have sex.
Regardless. Ignorance Isn't
always bliss. It can get us into a
hell of a lot of trouble. But then,
seeing as how It's Thanksgiving
and all. 1 guess that sort of sad
melodrama wouldn't fit in with
the holiday spirit.
Where I'm going with all of
this is that after an unexpected
one-week delay, approximately
14 hours before I was going to
turn 20. I found myself trudging
through the cold, wet weather
out to the Student Health
Center to get my HIV test
results.

BRIAN TAYLOR
I considered drawing
it out (what
the results
were],
making
people read
through until
the end. but
then I
realized that might be asking
people to care a bit too much In
ihis campus which one of my
professors has described as "a
hotbed of restr
So. the results were negative.
Ignorance is still bliss and that
bean ball missed my head this
Ume. This time.
So I'm thankful this Turkey
Day for finding that I'm still
relatively healthy and not
infected with a fatal virus. But
I'm honestly thankful for far
more than that and I think we
should all be thankful for far

more than we think.
One year ago I was at
Howard, biding my sweet time,
well aware that in under a
month I'd be coming back home
to what I understood and knew
and could handle.
But that didn't help the fact
that no one knew It was my
birthday, that I was spending It
sitting in my room, watching
television. And the sounds of
people partying and enjoying
Ihemselves around me didn't
make It any easier.
I'm not looking for pity points
here, since I personally don't
have much use for them. Life's a
pain in the ass and that's a fact
and the sooner you realize that
and learn how to deal with It.
the sooner you're going to move
forward in It.
What I'm looking for is that
others understand how freaking
lucky we all are and how thankful we should be.
In the past week I've heard so
much petty complaining that my
flu symptoms were forgotten

momentarily. The room being a
little nlppv. classes being hard,
that Is all"so trivial.
I'm sure I could make a whole
series out of what a nation of
whiners we've become, but for
now I'll Just leave it at the
statement that we are indeed a
nation of whiners. We are some
of the richest, fattest and most
technologically advanced people
on the earth, and yet we find
ways to be ungrateful for what
we have.
Now. I'm not claiming to be
above all of this. Sometimes I get
caught up in the little complaining and whining, but I like to
think I keep myself pretty well
grounded in reality and don't lei
my whining modes last too long.
But to honestly examine my
life, even if I were HIV positive.
I've got a cool family which,
despite all Its eccentricities, does
care about me and what happens to me.
I'm sitting here at a university
where I can basically learn
whatever In the world I want to

learn If I Just apply myself
enough. I've even got the silly,
minuscule stuff, like a credit
card, a plant named Innocence
(imagine the dramatic Irony
when he dies) and even a little
poodle back home named Jovl.
I know I'm not the only one In
this world privy to a relatively
comfortable, peaceful life. 1 know
most of us here have been
through the tough times, have
had to make sacrifices, and even
are still going through both.
Some of us have to deal with
living with HIV. others with
abusive parents, others with
dwindling funds and countless
other things we can focus on.
but we all have these great,
unique things which so many of
us ignore and continue to ignore
in hopes of keeping us these
facades of thankless lives.
Life is hard. yes. That Is
already a given. Sometimes it
seems it'll be unbearable and a
time like Thanksgiving seems
useless and gratuitous. But as
always, my hopes are that I can

help shed a little light into those
areas lots of us never or seldom
want to look at.
I'm thankful that I'm alive
right now, after 20 years of odd
mishaps, bouts with depression,
confusion, pain and grief.
During those 20 years I've
been through hilarious episodes
(anything having to do with
skis), had plenty of people
who've taken the time to care
about me and look out for me
and millions of other things.
I could have been HIV positive. Any one of you reading this
could be positive. There's an
Infinite number of things that
could be.
What's important, though. Is
to erase that Ignorance and
understand what we do have,
what we have had and basically
Just what Is. What's Important Is
Just to be thankful. Happy
Turkey (Mass Carnlvory) Day.
everybody.
Send comments to Brian Taylor at
taylob@bgnet.bgsu.edu or 210 West
Hall.

Letters to the Editor Policy:
The BG News encourages readers' input to discuss
topics of interest to the BGSU community. If you would like
to have something printed in The BG News, we offer two
formats:
•Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500
words (less than two typed, double-spaced pages).
•Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900
words) can be submitted as Guest columns. Guest columns
will be subject to space limitations and considered based on
topic relevance and quality.
Please include your address, major, academic class
and phone number (phone numbers are strictly for
verification and not for publication). If you are not a
BGSU student, please provide your position or affiliation with the University or the community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought
in saved on a Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or e-mail us at
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid identification.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The News reserves the right to
edit any and all letters.
Anonymous letters will be printed if valid identification is given and the editorial board deems anonymity is
in the proper interests of the writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
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Legal action is first step in water issue
To the editor.
The City of Bowling Green is
considering legal action against
the manufacturers of Atraazine.
the "Chemical Found In CM}
Water" (The News. Nov. 19).
The presence of alarming
levels of Atraazine and other
toxic chemicals in the BG water
system was first reported by the
national media in 1995. Shortly
thereafter, a group of concerned
c iii/rns formed Ihc Bowling
Green Water guality Action
Group for the purposes of
gathering information and
meeting with city officials to
assess the problem and explore
the feasibility and costs of
possible solutions.
In two meetings (fall 1995.
May 1996) the group met with
Daryl Stockburger. director of
public utilities for the city, who
on both occasions assured the
group that BG's water was safe
to drink and that pesticide
traces In the system posed no
serious long-term health threats
to adults, children or infants.
Stockburger's presentations.

which extolled the capabilities of
the city's existing water treatment technology, effectively
settled the .■mxietiesof many of
the "concerned citizens" at the
two meetings. The grassroots
water quality Initiative eventually waned and the group
disbanded.
As participants in the group
who were always wary of
Stockburger's posltivlstlc
boosterism. we read with
astonishment in The New* last
Wednesday that the city is
considering an offer by an
outside legal counsel to Join a
lawsuit against the makers ol
Atraazine. Why would rlty
officials want to shifi from
actively assuaging citizen
concerns to suddenly considering a class-action suit that
would essentially validate those
concerns?
The fact that the city wouldn't
have to pay a penny In legal
costs may be the biggest Incentive. Obviously, budgetary
considerations always come Into
play when smaller municipal

governments are faced with
citizens' calls for improving local
health and ecological standards,
but the "bottom line" should not
impede honest Inquiry, dialogue
and the search for solutions.
Councllwoman Sarah Ogdahl
and City Attorney Mike Marsh
should be commended for
raising the possibility of the
city's participation In a lawsuit
against the makers of Atraazlneas a first step. But city officials
should also seriously consider
whether or not future Improvements to the city's Alteration
system should be borne by
taxpayers alone, or whether a
hefty portion of the costs should
fall to the agricultural corporations who operate in Wood
County and whose pesticides
continue to pollute our drinking
water.
Laura Podalsky. asst. professor
Dept. of romance languages.
BGSU
Mary Ellen Newport, assistant
dean
Bluffton College

U.S. is protector, not aggressor in Iraq
Chad King ("U.S. Plays
International Pig Police Again".
Nov. 19) believes that many
people think the U.S. should use
force to stop "Saddam's radical
ways...". He adds. "Here's a bit
of a news flash: We've already
tried that once and it didn't
work." Well, news flash. Chad:
The aim of the Gulf War was to
get Saddam out of Kuwait, to
protect our oil supply and to
prevent future Invasions, all of
which we suceeded at. The U.S.
won Desert Storm, plain and
simple.
King calls all the hype over
Saddam's recent expulsion of
weapons Inspectors trivial.
Trivial? King doesn't understand
that the weapons Inspectors
were there to prevent Hussein
from building weapons of mass
destruction which he has the
capacity to use.
Next. King proclaims. "We
shouldn't risk the lives of
soldiers, civilians or the human
race Itself (nuclear threat) over
an Inspection." Hello? Anyone
home. Chad? The whole uproar
Isn't over Inspection, it Is over

.'

Saddam's relentless struggle to
build an empire. Do you think
that Saddam Is just going to
stockpile weapons and wait for
someone to attack him? No way.
He is going to gather enough
weapons to mount an effective
offensive against his MiddleBaatem neighbors.
King thinks 1) our allies
aren't backing us. 2) we are
si .ncd. and 3) Iraq creating an
alliance with other Middle
Eastern nations could pose a
threat to the U.S. Allow me to
address each of these issues
respectively.
First, our allies are behind us
and will assist us If Iraq again
gets too aggressive. Second, we
are scared of what Saddam can
do with his growing arsenal,
thus the big fuss over Hussein's
recent stunts. Finally. Iraq
doesn't need to make an alliance
with another nation to pose a
huge threat to us. The big fuss
is over the growing ability that
Saddam has to wage war on his
own.
Then King demonstrates his
grasp of the obvious: "Killing

T

another human being Is wrong."
On that point he is right.
However, on the notion that the
U.S. is going to get people killed
Insisting on Inspecting Iraq's
weapons, he is dead wrong. If we
don't insist on regulating the
building of weapons in Iraq,
many thousands and maybe
millions of people could die
when Saddam goes on the
Inevitable offensive.
I bet you can guess where I
am going with this: King Is
trying to paint the U.S. as the
antagonist here when in reality,
quite the opposite is true. I'll
leave you with a cliche: You can't
Just stare at one tree (I.e. the
expulsion of a weapons Inspector). You have to step back and
look at the whole forest (I.e.
Saddam's motive behind expelling the Inspectors) before you
pretend to know what you are
talking about and cram that
antl-govcrnment mindset down
our throats.
Rob Searfross
Sophmore
Economics
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FACT:
77if number 1 American movie of all-time
is ET.

THREE

FICTION:
BGSU students are all from another
planet.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
UPCOMING

A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day:

EVENTS

Today's Question:
"Have you ever considered
body piercing?'"

Monday, 11/24/97
Advent calendar sale (9
a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Union foyer. This sale is a German
Club fundraiser.
Kappa Delta raffle ticket
sale TlO a.m.-4 p.m.)
Math Science hallway. The raffle is
for a gift certificate!
Andy Lins
Freshman
Clinical psychology

Michelle Stanley
Freshman
Nursing

Steve Spaite
Senior
Secondary education

Jeff Owen
Senior
Education/Pre-med

Jennifer Eleftheriln
Junior
Biology

"Well, I have four
earrings. Ud like to get
my tongue pierced, but
I'm not allowed."

"I'm getting one
Monday — probably.'

"No — Do bullets
count?"

"Yeah — I thought
about getting my butt
cheeks pierced together."

"No — my dad threw
a fit when I got the
second hole in my
ear."

OHIO Weather

)DAY S

Monday, Nov. 24
AccuWcalher" forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

&n^L

Clevelandl 30° I

Toledo 36

Youngstown | 30° |

Mansfield 34

Cross country at NCAA
Championships (11 a.m.)
Greenville, S.C. Men's coach Sid
Sink and women's coach Steve Price
hope to be busy on this Monday
morning. The men's race starts at 11
a.m. and the women's race begins at
12 p.m.

lUOTK OF
[E HAY
"A big part of why I do it and continue to
do it is some masochistic desire I have to
constantly inflict personal pain. It seems
that I can achieve the highest clarity of
thought and consciousness after being
put though high levels of physical pain."

South Africa: The poetics
of cultural identity (noon 2 p.m.)
Faculty Lounge, Student Union.
Mazisi Kunene, a leading South
African poet who is also Professor of
African Literature at the University
of Natal, Durban, South Africa will
be giving a presentation and reading
some of his poems. He is currently a
veiling professor at the department
of African and African-American
studies, Ohio State University,
Columbus.

Adrian Davoli
a junior computer science major on his multiple body piercings.

Dayton 36°

THUMBS UP
■ To soap dispensers in the Kreischer Quad bathrooms —
it is so much nicer.
■ To the coming break — for the much needed rest from
classes.

^^,da§§ & 23
Showers T-storms Rain

Flumes

Snow

Ice

■ To talking — for resolving some unwanted conflicts.

JQ

Sunny Pt. Cloudy

Cloudy

Via Associated Press GraphicsNet

THUMBS DOWN

TODAY'S

WEATHER

Today
Sunny. High: 33. Low: 21.

"Hannah" (8:15 p.m.)
Gish Film Theater. Hannah, the
marketing director of a toy
maufacturer, falls in love with an
American-educated executive who
works for the same employer. As her
love grows, so does the mortal
danger surrounding her at work.

Tuesday, 11/25/97

■ To bad weekends before vacations — some things
should end on a good note.

Kappa Delta raffle ticket
sale TlO a.m. -4 p.m.)
Math Science hallway. The raffle is
for a gift certificate!
Star Stealers — a cosmic
"whodunit?" (8 p.m.)
Planetarium.

I To too much work and not enough time to do it!

Tuesday
Partly cloudy. High: 48. Low: 21.

PACE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at the Uniirrsity. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of our staff. Have a nice day.

Laundromat
250 N. Main

OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY

WASH FOR 750
E

BG

Applications for
Spring '98
BG News Editor
are now being
accepted
Application forms

|\jI7^\^/C may be picked up
1 ~M^J T T KJ at ?04 West Hall
Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, November 25, 1997

The calendar of events is a service of The
BG News for the community. A more
complete listing of these events can be
found on the University web page.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Summer & Fall of 1998
Houses and Apartments
Brochures Are Available!

THE WASH HOUSE

H

Men's basketball hosts
Ohio Northern (7 p.m.)
Anderson Arena. Head coach Dan
Dakich and his Falcons play their
first regular season home game.

■ To people who screech at sporting events — for being
so dam annoying.

■ To being pulled over — so what if you were doing
something wrong?

,

Television program: "The
Broken Cord" 00:45 a.m.)
Education Building Room 303
November is Native American
Heritage Month. The Office
of Multicultural Activities is sponsoring four closed circuit television
programs. AH programs can be
viewed on Channel 3 in all classrooms on campus. Each program will
also be available to viewers in the
room number noted. Please call 3722343 for more information.

319 E. Wooster

352-6553

i i i i i i i i i i ii ii i£rW
i|i!i!l|!!l!i|i!l!liaS
;I:I;I;I;I;I;I:I;I;I;I;I;I;I:I;I;I;I;I;I;I;I;I^XI

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?
RED DOG PRESENTS:
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
OAKLAND
at
RAIDERS

DENVER
BRONCOS

SPECIALS
RED DOG-$1.75
DRAFTS-$1.00

WINGS - .25C
CONEYS - .75C
HOT DOGS - .50C

1 9 and Over Every Night

• call now tor Spring and Summer leasing
• utilities included
• space available immediatley
• no rent payments during school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-site laundry facility

Call Newman Housing
for details on hassle-free living!

354-2191
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NATION

U.N. refuses to lift Iraq sanctions

news

The Associated Press

The BG Newi
Comport from stall ind wife reports

■ REGISTRATION

Students should check confirmation
All students currently registered should have received a confirmation of student data over the last few weeks.
Any changes or corrections should be forwarded to the Office
of Registration and Records as soon as possible. Questions can
be referred to Brenda Sattler at 372-7965.
■ FALCON ATHLETICS

'Sports Extra' to air at 8:30 p.m.
"Sports Extra," a monthly highlight show on Falcon athletics,
airs tonight at 8:30 p.m. on Wood Cable Channel 24.
■ SEPTUPLETS

Surviving Dionne quints to septuplets' parents:
beware
NEW YORK - Multiple births should not be seen as entertainment or a marketing tool, the surviving Dionne quintuplets
warned the parents of the Iowa septuplets.
In a letter printed in Time magazine's Dec. 1 Issue, Annette,
Ceclle and Yvonne Dionne tell Kenny and Bobbl McCaughey
their septuplets' lives "should be no different from that of other
children."
"Multiple births should not be confused with entertainment,
nor should they be an opportunity to sell products," the 63-yearold sisters wrote.
Conceived before the era of fertility drugs, the five identical
sisters were born on May 28,1934, in Ontario, Canada. Weighing
less then 2 pounds each, they were the first known surviving
quintuplets and became a tourist sensation.
They were taken away from their impoverished FrenchCanadian parents and became wards of the state in 1935.
Three movies were made of their lives and Dionne dolls were
the rage of the 1930s. The girls lived in "Quintland," a virtual
theme park across the street from their family, where the girls
were put on display. As many as 6,000 people a day would watch
them play behind a one-way screen.
"Our lives have been ruined by the exploitation we suffered at
the hands of the government of Ontario, our place of birth" the
sisters wrote. "We were displayed as a curiosity three times a
day for millions of tourists."
One suiter, Emilie, died in 1954. Marie Dionne died in 1970. The
three surviving sisters share a home near Montreal. They hope
their lives can serve as a lesson for the McCaugheys.
"We hope your children receive more respect than we did."
And they had words of warning for anyone eyeing the multiple
births as a business opportunity.
"To those who would seek to exploit the growing fame of these
children, we say beware."

WASHINGTON ~ Bolstered by
a strong endorsement from U.N.
weapons experts, American officials stressed Sunday that Iraq
has no hope of seeing economic
sanctions lifted as long as it balks
at total access for inspectors trying to ferret out biological and
chemical weapons.
"It is clear that there is a massive amount of work that has to
be done there, especially in the
chemical and biological inspection areas," President Clinton said in Vancouver, British
Columbia, at a trade summit of
Pacific rim nations. Clinton said

he is determined that weapons
inspectors be free to carry out
their mission.
Baghdad's United Nations ambassador countered that sanctions should be lifted now. The
Iraqis have destroyed their
weapons themselves, he said.
"The sanctions will stay in
place. There is no hope of them
being lifted" so long as Iraq continues to obstruct weapons instructors and ignore other U.N.
resolutions imposed after the
1991 Persian Gulf War, Defense
Secretary William Cohen said on
NBC's "Meet the Press."
"They are nowhere close on
any front. So we don't see sanc-

tions being lifted. There's absolutely no reason to do that," the
U.S. ambassador to the United
Nations, Bill Richardson, added
on "Fox News Sunday."
U.N. weapons inspectors resumed their work in Iraq Saturday after a three-week standoff
sparked by Iraqi President Saddam Hussein's demand that
Americans be removed from the
team and contention that sanctions crippling Iraq's economy be
ended.
U.S. officials have emphasized
the crisis is not over because
Iraq continues to withhold access
to 63 sites, including Saddam's 47
presidential compounds. Cohen

spoke of a "pattern of deception
and lies, deceits and cover-ups" including concealment of biological and chemical weapons that ■,
could kill millions of people.
.,
"We don'l know at this point
whether he (Saddam) simply has :
had a change of tactics or a '■
change of heart," Cohen said.-'
"Based on past experience, I •*
suspect it's more a change of tactics."
The U.N. weapons experts,
known as UNSCOM, supported
that view Saturday in a report to
the U.N. Security Council that
agreed banned weapons remain
concealed.

Schools close due to deer hunting
The Associated Press
SHINNSTON, W.Va, - Camouflage flu always hits West Virginia schools hard the first week
of deer hunting season, so much
so that school officials are accepting the attitude of "If you
can't beat 'em, join 'em."
Rather than face high absenteeism, at least 38 of the state's
55 counties cancel classes all
week instead of just the usual
Thursday-Friday Thanksgiving
break. This year, that includes
schools in Shinnston, which tried
to hold class last year but had an
absenteeism rate of 45 percent.
Chris Feathers said it wouldn't
do much good for him to sit in
school while his father and
grandfather were hunting whitetailed deer.
"I don't think I could concentrate on classes," said Feathers, a
senior at Shinnston's Lincoln
High School with a 4.0 gradepoint average. "You can come
but your mind is not there."
And there is no bigger fan than
Lincoln Principal Jerry Toth,
who quotes Henry David

Thoreau in "Walden": "We need
the tonic of wildness."
"I've never missed the first
day of deer season since I was 14
years old and I'm not about to
now," said Toth, who planned like
many of his students to be out in
the woods Monday.
West Virginians take deer
hunting seriously. So many people plan vacations around the
two-week, bucks-only rifle
season beginning Monday that
some small businesses will just
close.
"The first day of rifle season is
the equivalent of the Super Bowl
to football fans." said Scott WarAiMcUlrd Prvss phrtw
ner, a wildlife biologist for the
Division of Natural Resources in Many West Virginia schools have cancelled classes the entire week of ■
Thanksgiving to accotnodat e deer hunters.
Charleston.
Officials expect more than
350,000 people to hunt during the
bucks-only season. More than
200,000 deer are expected to be
killed over the entire hunting
season from October into
December.
West Virginia is not alone in

closing schools. Some schools in
southeastern Ohio and parts of
Pennsylvania will close Dec. 1,
the first day of firearm hunting
in those states. Nationally, 15.2
million people purchased hunting
licenses last year, according to
the National Fish and Wildlife

Service.
"Even when the schools don't
close technically, half the students are out there hunting in
some locations," said Chris Chaffin of the National Shooting
Sports Foundation in Newtown,
Conn.

STATE

■ APEC

Clinton downplays Asia crisis
VANCOUVER, British Columbia - Trying to calm global jitters about economic turmoil in Asia, President Clinton set a
reassuring tone Sunday for a summit with Pacific rim leaders,
declaring, "This is the time for confidence in the future of Asia."
He was joining other leaders to craft a package of international
financial support.
As leaders arrived for the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
forum, several thousand demonstrators marched in unity
protesting a variety of causes. Street artists, bagpipe players
and drummers mingled with the protesters, who hoisted signs
reading "Workers solitary has no borders" and "Stop China's
genocide in Tibet."
In two days of talks beginning Monday, the 18-nation AsiaPacific leaders will endorse a financial rescue effort led by the
International Monetary Fund with additional resources provided
by wealthy nations such as the United States and Japan.

Pilotless plane crashes in Urbanabeanfield
The Associated Press
URBANA - A pilotless plane
took off from an airport in Urbana and flew nearly two hours
Sunday morning before crashing
in a central Ohio beanf ield.
No one was on board when the
single-engine plane took off and
no one was injured when it
crashed about 90 miles away in
Coshocton County near the Knox
County line.
"We were very fortunate," said
State Highway Patrol Lt. John

Born.
The patrol tracked the plane
with two aircraft until it went
down south of Newcastle, about
50 miles northeast of Columbus.
Paul A Sirks, 52, of Dayton,
was having mechanical problems
with the single-engine plane and
landed it at Grimes Field, Urbana
police Officer Mike Hughes. The
plane stalled on a taxi-way and
Sirks got out of the plane to restart it by hand-turning the
propeller.
The plane's engine backfired

Winthrop Terrace Apts.

Let your future be with
R£. Management.
Stop by for a complete
apartment listing.

Apartments Available
Summer 98, Fall 98, Spring 97

O

• Heat included with rent • All New Appliances
• Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. FurnAlnfurn.
• 1 & 2 cull Baths • 3 Great Locations
Call For
More

and started, Hughes said. Since it
was not secured, it taxied
through the airport - nearly hitting another plane and a hanger before becoming airborne shortly after 9 am.
The plane climbed to about
2,000 feet and circled the area for
about five minutes before heading northeast. A pilot in another
plane noticed the aircraft and
tracked it to Marysville, where
the patrol took over following the
plane.
The plane was at about 10,000

feet near Delaware when it circled up to about 12,000 feet and
then crashed. Born said. Authorities believe the plane - a
two-seater built In 1946 -- ran out
of fuel, but it also may have stalled.
Investigators from the Federal
Aviation Administration, the
highway patrol and the Urbana
police department are investigating. No charges were pending
Sunday against Sirks.
A message was left Sunday
with the regional office of the
FAA

Village Green Apartments
2 blocks from Campus
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Tal[98&Sprin£99
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FALL 1 998 Leasing
Sign Up Now!
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• New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apartments
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
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• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments
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If you think the MCAT
is just about
memorizing science,
we've got a bridge
we'd like to sell you.
1VICAT
To nail the MCAT. knowing the sciences isn't enough.
You've got to know the test. At Kaplan we'll teach you both.
Our expert teachers have helped more students get Into
medical school than all other MCAT prep courses combined.
So. go with the leader. Call today to enroll.

KAPLAN
GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
224 E. Wooster
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Sarurday 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

1 800-KAP-TEST
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TAX
Continued from page one.
bursar bills to go out this month
concerning the credit.
Gaylyn Finn, treasurer and assistant vice president of finance,
explained the program is a tax
credit - not a deduction -- which
is much more valuable.
'They can take full advantage
of it next year - either the students or their parents," Finn
said. "We're trying to help people
out."
If a family has a combined income of above $80,000, the
amount of available credit
phases out. Those above $100,000
are not eligible for the break. For
single filers, incomes of above
$50,000 are not eligible.
Finn said many schools are giv-

ing students the same break as
the University. Institutions on a
quarterly schedule are having a
harder time deciding what to do
than those on semesters, he explained.
Students not eligible for the tax
break are expected to have their
bursar bill paid by the regular
date, Finn said, warning students
of the possibility of a late fee or
cancellation of their registration.
Martini said he doesn't think
they will be too backed up by the
delay in payments, but he urges
students and parents to send
their payments in as soon after
the first of the year as they can.
"We're hoping that people
wont wait until the last minute,"
Martini said. "We're trying to
alert them up front to get it in."

PIERCING
Continued from page one.
his ears, tongue, septum, labret
and bridge, and he will soon be
getting a genital piercing.
"A big part of why I do it and
continue to do It is some masochistic desire I have to constantly inflict personal pain," Davoll
said. "It seems that I can achieve
the highest clarity of thought and
consciousness after being put
through high levels of physical
pain."
' Jennifer FUon, a freshman
early childhood education major,
has no real reason as to why she
Chose to be pierced.
"I have no idea why I actually
decided to pierce my tongue,"
FUon said. "I know someday I will
eventually have to remove ft,but
for now I couldn't imagine not
having it done."
Like it or not, once properly
healed, a piercing causes a
permanent hole In one's body.
Some students still choose a
piercing over a tattoo because it
involves less risk and can be removed more easily.
"Basically, I considered
(tongue piercing) a no-risk kind
of thing. I dldnt want something
that would scar or a tattoo that
you can never get rid of," said
Helaina Tartera, a sophomore
nursing major. The following is
the Gauntlet Piercing Company's
"Piercee's Bill of Rights."
Every person being pierced
has the right:
■ To be pierced in a scrupu-

lously hygenlo, open environment, by a clean, conscientious
piercer wearing a fresh pair of
disposable latex gloves.
■ To a sober, friendly, calm
and knowledgeable piercer, who
will guide them through their
piercing experience with confidence and assurance.
■ To the peace of mind which
comes from knowing that their
piercer knows and practices the
very highest standards of sterilization and hygiene
■ To be pierced with a brand
new completely sterilized needle,
which is immediately disposed of
in a medical container after use
on the plercee alone.
■ To be fitted only with jewelry which Is appropriately sized,
safe in material, design and construction, and which best promotes healing. Gold-plated, goldfilled or sterling silver jewelry
are never appropriate for any
new or unhealed piercing.
■ To be touched only with
freshly sterilized, appropriate
implements, properly used and
disposed of or resterilized in an
autoclave prior to use on anyone
else.
■ To know that ear piercing
guns are never appropriate and
are often dangerous when used
on anything other than the ear
lobes.
■ To be fully informed about
proper aftercare, and to have
continuing access to their piercer for consultation and assistance with all their piercingrelated questions.

SQE holds forum on
teacher evaluations
□ Students for a Quality
Education discuss the
potential value of student-based evaluations
of teachers and classes.
By BRANDI BARHITE
TheBC News
They were not wearing fatigues and army boots, but Students for a Quality Education
were armed with knowledge and
a desire for a quality education.
SQE recently held their second
forum this semester. Students
and faculty were invited to discuss the current system of
teacher evaluations and whether
or not students should have the
opportunity to evaluate teachers.

students do not take the evaluations seriously. Meuti believes
that the majority of students just
want to get out of class early and
spend a little amount of time on
the evaluation.
Weinberger agrees and believes that if students do not take
It seriously, professors will not
take It seriously.
Despite the problems, SQE believes that evaluations should be
done more frequently and sooner
in the semester, therefore the
students in the class will stand to
benefit. "If students say maybe
you should do this better, it is because they care," Meuti said.
Teachers were also concerned
that reckless evaluations could
damage their career. They also
question If freshmen have the
experience to evaluate them and
believe that students do not realize that most teachers are concerned about their teaching
methods.
"Why do students assume we
do not consistently evaluate ourselves? We do," Weinberger said.
In an attempt to better the
University and aid teachers in
their development, SQE also
offers to come into a classroom
and do a teacher evaluation.
In their evaluation, they look
for the time allowed for discussion time analysis, the instructor's ability to question the students and captivate them for further learning. They also look at
the Instructor's achievement in
integrating critical thinking into
the classroom and the intellectual level of the assignments.

SQE members and other students at the forum said they believe teacher evaluations are essential to the growth of the
teacher.
Michael Meuti, another SQE
member, believes that teachers
can get "stuck in a rut" and need
the evaluation to improve. Rachel Vigil, SQE member, said "It
is a way of showing mutual respect." She supports teacher
evaluations because it has a
repercussion on her future.
Teachers also expressed concern during the forum that students are not capable of evaluating teachers. Margaret Wenberger said, "I don't think standardized evaluations are useful.
Students don't understand what
professors are up against." She
believes that each class has a
SQE is an organization that was
different culture that is a combination of students, teacher and started in February 1996 after
professor Nell Browne asked his
text.
"Great Ideas" class to generate
She said that she is concerned expectations of him as a teacher.
on how to be effective because After collecting the responses,
the classroom is so varied and it he urged the class to write a letis hard to be effective for every- ter to The News noting that stuone.
dents do value and expect good
"What are we supposed to do?" teaching.
Weinberger said.
Since then, the small organizaAnother major concern tion has been striving to improve
throughout the forum was that the education at the University.

The African People's Association invites you to a presentation j|
and poetry reading:

SCXJUIAHaG^THEPOETJCSOF CUrOTttLnEVmY' 5
MAZISI KUENE
Leading South African Poet,
Professor of African Literature
University of Natal, Durban, South Africa.
Faculty Lounge, Student Union
Monday, November 24th, 1997
12:00 • 2:00pm
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American Culture Studies IVogram, Asian Communities United, 5
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Wednesday, Dec. 1, 1997
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BGSU, Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center
The Louise F. Kees Memorial Concert
Tickets: $11, til a lit. To order
tickets, call «H/J71-1171 or
IOO'SM-1114. Presented by the College
of Musical Arts.
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Michigan caps perfect season by beating OSU
7he Associated Press
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - As he
looked over Michigan's 1997
schedule, coach Lloyd Carr didn't
see a game the Wolverines
couldn't win.
"At the same time, I didn't see
a game we couldn't lose, either,"
Carr said after Saturday's hardfought 20-14 win over Ohio State.
That's because Carr knew
these Wolverines would struggle
on offense. If they were going to
go anywhere -- which in the Big

Ten means the Rose Bowl - the
coach figured the defense would
have to lead the way. He was
right.
When the talented Buckeyes
finally made their move in the
second half, it was wondrous
Charles Woodson and the Michigan defense that sealed the
triumph.
In the process, they wrapped
up the Big Ten championship and
a Rose Bowl berth for Michigan
(11-0, 8-0 Big Ten). It was the
first time the Wolverines have

gone unbeaten and untied
through the regular season since
1971.
The victory, coupled with Florida's upset win over Florida
State, left Michigan alone at No. 1
in both major weekly polls.
"It was sort of like the Notre
Dame game," said Woodson, who
might have locked up the Heisman Trophy with his outstanding
performance. "We had some
turnovers late in that game and
our defense had to come up big."
As a result, the Buckeyes (10-2,

6-2) returned to Columbus with
another bitter defeat that will
stick with them every single day
until they host the Wolverines
next year. It was especially frustrating for Ohio State coach John
Cooper who is 1-8-1 against the
Wolverines.
"Their defense is like ours,"
Cooper said. "They're quick.
They get off blocks. They run to
the ball well. They've got strong
enough defensive backs that they
can take some chances, which
they do."

The strongest of those defensive backs, of course, is Woodson. He saw Ohio State as his
biggest challenge, and delivered
one of his biggest games.
Woodson turned a short pass
into a 37-yard gain to set up one
touchdown. He returned a punt
78 yards for another touchdown.
And his interception of a Stanley
Jackson pass in the end zone
killed an early Ohio State scoring
threat.
Woodson also held David Boston to three receptions for 68

yards ~ one of them a 56-yard
touchdown catch, which he almost dropped.
"He took over the game," Boston said. "That was a great return. He played great defense all
game long. And he also had the
big interception in the end zone.
"He's probably the best player
at his position in the country.
He's right up there."
Still, Woodson gets lots of help.
The Wolverines came up with
four sacks, two by defensive end
Glen Steele.

Falcon women
pound Detroit
□ Sara Puthoff scores
17 points and leads BG
on a key 20-2 run to
start the game Saturday
against Detroit.
By DAN SPEHLER
The BC News
Sara Puthoff is a gamer.
That's why every time she
steps on the floor, opposing defenders know they have to keep
close watch. That's why every
time she steps to the free throw
line, it's almost certain she'll
connect.
It's also why
Puthoff was
honored before
Bowling
Green's 75-51
win Saturday
over the Detroit Titans.
The senior
shooting guard
Puthoff
was given what
amounts to a lifetime achievement award for her constant
effort, character and steady
leadership with the Falcon women's basketball team.
It was mostly Puthofrs doing
that BG got off to such a strong
start against an overmatched Titan team in its second game of
the year. BG scored 20 of the
game's first 22 points.
On the game's first possession,
Puthoff scored on an easy layup
to tie Michelle Shade for seventh
among the all-time scoring
leaders at BGSU.
Just two minutes later, Puthoff
drained a three-pointer. With

five minutes gone by, Puthoff
drove the lane, put up a running
jumper that was blocked, fought
to get the ball back and connected on a short jumper as she was
fouled by Titan guard Jeannie
HDL
Naturally, she hit the foul shot.
"I was a little pumped at the
start (because of the award),"
said Puthoff, who scored eight of
BG's first 10 points, before finishing with 17 on the game. "We
knew we needed to get off to a
good start because of their press,
and we did just that."
Puthoff finished with 17 points.
Charlotta Jones led the Falcons
with 20 points.
The Falcons held Detroit scoreless for a 10-minute stretch in the
first half with BG jumping out to
a 20-2 lead.
"I was impressed with our defense," coach Jaci Clark said.
"They were fairly stagnant at the
halfcourt, and we were able to
take advantage of that."
The Falcons led 32-21 at the
half, but had let Detroit get back
into the ball game with a plethora
of fouls and turnovers late in the
half.
What BG needed was a slightly
more physical edge. Enter Charlotta Jones, who dominated the
boards in the second half, finishing the game with 20 points and
11 rebounds.
"The difference in the second
half was definitely how Charlotta
dominated the boards," Clark
said. "We were more aggressive
in the second half, and even
though they're a very physical
team, we were not going to back
down."
Jones, whose performance
gave her the 24th double-double

BOWLING GREEN 75
DETROIT 51
DETROIT (1-2)
Banks 0-1 0-0 0, Cray 2-S 1-3 5, Thome
5-9 6-6 16, Boyd 1 -7 2-2 4, S. Hill 2-7 2-4 6,
Yochcs 1-6 1-2 3, J. Hill 4-13 3-4 13. Brown
0-0 0-0 0, Winters 0-10-2 0, Lewis 1-2 2-3 4.
TOTALS 16-51 17-2651.
BOWllNCCRfEN(2-0)
lones 6-13 8-9 20, Kjhlo 1-4 0-0 2, Ratcrm»n 1-3 2-2 4, PuthoH5-12 6-7 17, Wappes
3-4 1 -2 7, Holl 1-3 0-0 2, Farmer 2-2 0-0 5,
Bekher 1-3 2-2 4, Hineline 1 -2 0-0 2, Gafford
0-2 0-0 0, Andrews 4-7 2-2 10, Smith 0-0 04)
0, DeFosse 0-3 2-2 2. TOTALS 25-58 23 26
75.
Halflime - BG 32, Detroit 21. 3-point goals
-- BG 2-5 (Farmer 1-1, Puthoff 1-3, Wappes
0-1), Detroit 2-10 (J. Hill 2-5, S. Hill 0-4, Yoches 0-1). Fouled oul - Thome. Assists -- BG
11 (Wappes 41, Detroit 10 (S. Hill 41. Total
fouls - BG 26, Detroit 23. Attendance 388.

of her career, feels the Falcons
have a great shot to keep their
momentum going into the MidAmerican Conference schedule.
"I'm so excited," Jones said.
"This is probably the most excited I've ever been about Bowling Green basketball. Our team
chemistry is excellent. We have a
great shot to win the conference
this year."
"Our confidence level is very
high," Clark echoed. "We did not
look by today's game at all; we
focused on Detroit all week, and
we plan to do the same game
after game this season."
Puthoff was the catalyst for the
game, and her efforts continue to
make an impression. She is now
in sole possession of seventh
place among career scoring
leaders with 1,248 points scored.
Puthoff needs just 185 more
points this season (7.7 points over
24 games remaining) to pass Ta• See WOMEN, page seven.

BG Newi Ph«U by Jeremy Martin

Charlotta Jones wrestles the ball away from a Detroit player during Saturday's 75-51 win for the Bowling
Green women's basketball team. Jones scored 20 points to lead the Falcons, who stand 2-0 on the
season.

Falcon icers latest fodder for Michigan. MSU
□ MSU holds BG to just
10 shots-on-goal during
Saturday's game.

□ Michigan edges BG
4-2 on Friday while
Michigan State hands
the Falcons a 5-2 defeat
Saturday to cap a frustrating weekend at the
Ice Arena.

By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News

By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News
The list of L's keeps on growing for Bowling Green hockey.
The list totals ten, and shows no
sign of stopping in the near future.
Central Collegiate Hockey Association rivals Michigan and
Michigan State added the latest
two L's over the weekend. Michigan beat the Falcons 4-2 Friday
night and the nation's best, Michigan State, beat them 5-2 on Saturday.
BG has lost five in a row and
has a dismal record of 2-10-1,
1-5-1 in the CCHA. The Falcons
had their best opportunity for a
win against Michigan. After giving up two goals in the first
period, BG had strong efforts in
the second and third period to
close within one goal on two occasions.
Goals from Stewart Nowosad
and Curtis Valentine closed the
score to 2-1 and 3-2 respectively,
but no one could score a third.
"We played real hard for 40
minutes," BG coach Buddy

BG Newi Phou by Jeremy Martin

BG forward Chris Bonvie (10) battles for the puck with Michigan State defenseman Sean Patchell Saturday at the Ice Arena. The top-ranked Spartans handed BG a 5-2 loss.
Powers said. "We're real disappointed in the way we played the
first period. We came back and
battled hard.''
BG appeared rather nervous
throughout the first period.
Michigan outshot BG 15-5 and
scored the game's first two goals.
Bobby Hayes scored the Wolverines' first goal on a turnover
deep in BG's zone. Hayes stole

I

the puck from a BG defenseman
right in front of the goal and put
it past goalie Mike Savard.
"I just stayed patient," Hayes
said. "I looked for it and picked it
off the BG guy's stick and went
top shelf with it."
Mark Kosick one-timed a nice
pass from Josh Langf ield for the
second Michigan goal.
At 7:59 of the second period,

Nowosad scored off a rebound
from a scrum in the crease. Zach
Ham and Mike Jones drew assists.
Michigan freshman Geoff
Koch banked the puck off a BG
defenseman to again give Michigan a two-goal lead going into the
third period.
• See FODDER, page seven.

The Bowling Green hockey
team found out just why Michigan State is leading the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
Saturday. The Spartan defense
made a huge statement.
Michigan State's defense was
so stifling that it held the Falcons
to just 10 shots on goal. It's most
likely been a while since BG has
had so few shots at the net.
"Against Michigan State, there
was no room out there," BG's
Curtis Valentine said. "It's incredible the way they play defense. Ten shots on goal is ridiculous on our part, but credit
MSU's team defense as a whole."
Coming into the weekend.
Spartan goalie Chad Alban averaged giving up just 1.52 goals per
game. Ironically, his overall save
percentage (.800 in the game)
was hurt since two shots on goal
hit paydirt. He only gave up
three goals on the weekend as
MSU won at Ohio State 2-1 Friday.
The stifling Spartan defense
only allowed two shots on goal
each in the first two periods. It
looked as though Alban and the
defense might earn a shutout
after two periods of play.
"That's partly our own fault,
too," BG coach Buddy Powers

t

said when asked about the low
number of shots-on-goal. "We
had eight shots in that live
on-three in the second period and
we got one of them on goal. The
other seven shots were either
high, wide and one was blocked."
The Spartans always seemed to
have someone back on defense
whenever the Falcons tried to
advance the puck up the ice. On
power play opportunities, Michigan State moved too quick on its
skates for BG to position for good
shooting attempts.
"It's hard to score on them,"
Powers said. "They do a good job
defensively. They keep you to the
outside. They do all the things
you want to see guys do."
As a result of great defense,
Michigan State created scoring
opportunities at the other end.
The Spartans capitalized on five
of their 37 attempts as the puck
was at the Bowling Green end
throughout most of the game.
Only a great game by Mike Savard prevented the game from
getting out of hand.
Lack of shots on goal continues
to be a problem. They were lucky
to score two goals after being
limited to ten shots at the net
Powers and the BG coaching
staff stressed shooting in practice all week prior to this past
weekend.
The Falcons have scored more
than three goals in a game only
twice. They scored nine goals in
the season-opener against Waterloo and four in a loss to Ohio
State.
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Pelton's goal makes the difference
□ The Falcon senior
told teammates he was
going to score against
Marquette in the NCAA
Tournament, and he
made good on the
boasts.
By JASON McMAHON
The BC News
MILWAUKEE - Brandon Pelton told all his teammates he was
going to score two goals in Bowling Green's NCAA first-round
match at Marquette.
He didn't.
Instead, he only delivered on
half of his promise, which was
more than enough to satisfy the
Falcons as Pelton's goal was the
only score in a 1 -0 Falcon victory.
"This whole week, my shot's
been on," Pelton said. "I've been
going out an hour early this week
(in practice). I told everyone on
the bus, 'I'm scoring today.' I
said, There's no doubt about it,
I'm going to score.'"
BG Nmi Photo by J«ion McMahoa
. .early 14 minutes into the secBC sophomore forward Bobby Biggs fights for the ball at chilly Valley ond half, Pelton fulfilled his proFields in Milwaukee. The Falcons knocked off the Golden Eagles 1 -0 on phecy. Senior midfielder Jay Besenior Brandon Pelton's goal to advance to the Sweet 16 of the NCAA gan landed a shot that MU goalkeeper Jim Welch stonewalled.
Tournament for the second straight year.
But the ball found it's way to

Pelton's left foot. He had loaded
up with his right foot to drive it
home. But when the ball shifted
directions, Pelton shifted cannons and punched it in.
"Jay hit a nice shot," Pelton
said. "I was just cleaning up all
his hard work. The ball bounced
to me and I just put it in."
In the face of the BG onslaught, Welch didn't have a
chance.
"It was a man-to-man; everybody was kind of running around
in the box and the guy hit a good
shot," Welch said. "It's frustrating but you gotta commend him.
It was a good goal."
BG goalie Scott Vallow had
heard Pelton's
pregame promises. But when
he saw the deciding shot
trickle toward
the net, he
didn't think it
would make it.
He was
pleasantly surPelton
prised.
"I didn't think it was going in,"
Vallow said. "I was so excited. It
looked like it was going in super
slow-motion."
It had to look the same from
Jason Bryant's perspective.
Bryant was standing on the sideline, waiting to sub in for Pelton.

FODDER
Continued from page six.
Two minutes into the third,
Ryan Murphy sprung Valentine
in the Michigan zone. With a
sharp deke, Valentine put a
backhander past Marty Turco.
The score would stand at 3-2
for most of the period. The Falcons applied a lot of pressure,
especially toward the end, but
couldn't score.
"Turco made a game-saving
save in the last three or four
minutes," Michigan coach Red
Berenson said. "We lost the puck
behind the net and they threw it
out there. It was a big-time save."
Savard played well in the
defeat. Of the 28 shots Savard
faced, he stopped 25 of them.
Many of which were dangerous
scoring opportunities.
"Savard played a great game,"
def enseman Doug Schueller said.
"He made some spectacular
saves. Coming down the stretch,
he made a few that definitely
kept us in the game."
Michigan State, the top ranked
team in the nation, suffocated
BG's offense Saturday night. If
anything, the two goals that the
Falcons did manage to score are

a little misleading.
The Spartans permitted a
microscopic ten shots on goal.
Only four shots came in the first
two periods.
"I think 'State is the best team
we've played so far," Powers
said. "Their forwards, guys like
York and Berens, are just flat out
good players. I think Bryan
Adams is a hell of a player too.
Their core of defensemen is as
good as anyone's."
Sean Berens, Mike York, Chad
Bogas and Sean Patched scored
MSU's first four goals, with the
latter three coming in the second
period.

BJack Swamp Outfitters

lita Scott C90-'94) for second on
the all-time list. Jackie Motycka
(•85-'89) is safely in first place
with 2,122 career points.
Junior forward Chrissy Billiter
missed the game because of a
death in the family. She will rejoin the team for the Central
Florida tournament over
Thanksgiving break.
The Falcons open that tournament in Orlando Friday against
Butler.

The BG News
Classified
Ads

15 minutes North of BGSU
R
' 64 to Waterville
878"3700

10-30% OFF
HIKING
DOOTS

372-6977

aame time. Thankal

The BG S*w» will not knowingly accept aditniscmcnu
that oWnminate. or encourage diotnmiruiinn ajairui an*
individual ot group on the bam of rice. tea. color, creed,
religion, national origin, tcaual orientation, disability.
UMin at a veteran, or on the tun ol any other legally
protected ttatut
The BG New* reaenci the right to decline, duconiim*
ot revi* any advertisement »wh a* thove found to be
defamatory, lacking in factual bam. miikading or falie
in nature All ad vert lie me ntu are subject to editing and
approval
The BG Mewi. at a forum open to the public, rtcogmret
(he impotiibiliiy of presenting all of witty pc of ad>erutmg and therefore encoungei our reader* to beware
Always be familiar with a buunevk before tending money
ot providing penonal credit information Pirate remember, if it tound. Wo good to be true, it probably u
You can help in by calling the advertising department at
419-J7I.2605 with your compU>Mi and tuggeMKm. We
ask thai you please provide your name. addrctv and phone
numbc* along with your specific comments With your
help we can make The BG News a better publication

MIXING n UP WITH MIXOLOGY
Mixology Mini-Course
Lee/n how lo make your favorite drinksii
December**, 1997
Under 21. 7.8pm. Moseley 300
Over 21.9:15-11:15pm. ZiggyZoomba's
17 lor under/ $10 lor over 21
BursaraUe
Sponsored b, UAO

Oueai»na?Call 372-7184
WIN FREE BOOKS!
Listen lo WFAL10 be registered rbr
THE GREAT BOOK FIND
lor a $200 catties* at SBX
Call In today

LOST ft FOUND
Green Stud parrot. Has centimental value.
Reward 3535339

GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS
Backpacks. Sleeping bags, hiking boots.
Waterproofrorearhable ranwear A skiwear
tents, Rockchmbing, canoes, kayaks.
Clinics and trips now available
Canoe Shop 140 River Hd Waterville, OH
(419)878-3700
www.lneCanoeshop.com
Pregnant??
FREE Pregnancy Teats.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
3S4-4B73 BO Pregnancy Canler

PERSONALS
'Help the BGSU women's Gymnastics Team*
Call Papa John's @ 353 PAPA (7272). Monday nights and mention that you support gymnastic s and fia team receives a pomon ol your
sales Help tie learn and eat great pizza at tie
same time. Thankal

10-20% OFF
Windproof
And Waterproof
Shells 6 Jackets

Visit Our Web Site
www. ihecanoeshop.com

Student Discount W/
BGSU I.D.
(Non-Sale Items)

Dining Services Thanksgiving Holiday Schedule
Pining Center
Closes
Reopens
Kreischer
-Sundial Food Court
-Shadows Snack Bar
-Silver River Cafe

not score," Pelton said. "I finally
feel like a scorer."
Pelton is an often overlooked
member of a star-studded senior
class. But his teammates found it
hard to overlook one of the
biggest goals in BG history.
"It was a lot of hard work for
him," Vallow said. "He doesn't
really get a lot of credit. It's good
that he can come through in a
game like this."
Pelton knew he would. Despite
being one of the least celebrated
Falcons with no big numbers
jumping off his stat sheet, he
knew he was going to come
through in the clutch.
"I think when you play at this
level, kids have to walk on the
field with great confidence and
great optimism," Mahler said,
"and good things will happen to
you and that's what happened
with Brandon."

/jh Hockey

• Backpacking • Hiking
• Kayaking • X-C Skiing

Continued from page six.

He had already reported in, and
was just waiting for the next
dead ball.
It didn't come until Pelton's
goal.
"We had a sub at the bench
ready to go in for Pelton," acknowledged BG coach Mel Mahler, "but the ball didnt go out of
play and (Pelton) was just in the
right place at the right time. I
don't know if that's good coaching or if it's lucky coaching or
what that is."
The goal was Pelton's sixth of
the season. Three have been
game-winners.
Pelton scored only one goal in
his first three years combined.
He says the increase in production comes from a change in attitude.
"I finally stopped just accepting my role as role player,
(where I'd) go on the field and

Sports Briefs

Gear
~~ ^ofl ii!mWl^int» * Adventure
• Camping • Canoeing

WOMEN

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - Matt Fundenberger's six-yard header
in the 123rd minute enabled the top-ranked Indiana Hoosiers to
defeat Butler 2-1 Sunday in the first round of the NCAA soccer
tournament.
Butler had scored with nine minutes left in regulation to send
the game to overtime.
The win pushes the Hoosiers to the NCAA quarterfinals, where
they host Bowling Green Sunday at a time to be determined.
Lazo Alavanja had scored Indiana's first goal.

By the third period. Powers
Just wanted his team to win the
period, and if nothing else, they
Swim teams top Cleveland State
did that.
"I wanted guys to just win the
The Falcon swim teams bested Cleveland State Saturday in a
In the third period BG got on period," Powers said. "The
dual meet at Cooper Pool.
the board thanks to a Chris Bon- period was for us tied 1-1 and he
The men edged CSU 129-114 while the women won by a convie point shot on a power play. scores a goal. We're going to
vincing 166-61 count.
have
to
just
take
small
things."
Assists on the goal went to B.J.
Adams and Dan Price.
Any stray thoughts of a come- <**********************************************:!<*'»
back were ended when Bogas
SERVICES OFFERED
CAMPUS EVENTS
scored his second goal of the
game to make the score 5-1.
With 14 seconds left in the
"Help Ih* BGSU Women's GymnasK's Team*
FACULTY AND AOMINBTRATOBS. Fairway
Call Papa Johns @ 353 PAPA (7272) Monday
Press is accepting dissertations, manuscripts,
game Valentine skated under a
Nights and mention that you support Gymnasand dass notes lor publication. Call lor subclearing attempt by Price and
tics and the team receives a portions ol your
mission guidelines, and ask about our print - on
scored on a breakaway.
salt Help the team and eat great pizza at ihe
■ demand services (419) 227-181B

The Canoe Shop '^^r
^Jl WM JU
^|yA^|

Indiana edges Butler in triple overtime

"I'm deeply thankful for the ongoing support of my two sisters, Tia and Caroline."
-Nikka Hellman
"I am thankful thai everyone in my family is in good health."
-Raphael L Holloway
"I'm thankful for friends, family and a bright future."
--Carol Wrencher
"I'm thankful for God who gave me good health and a great family."
-Kclli Wilson
"I am thankful to have good health and strength."
--Angelia Washington

7.-O0 pm, Tues., Nov. 25
Midnight, Mon., Nov. 24
10:30 pm, Fit, Nov. 24

4:30 pm, Sun., Nov. 30
7:00 pm, Sun., Nov. 30
5:00 pm, Mon, Dec. 1

Founders
-Food Court
-Snack Bar

7:00 pm, Tues., Nov. 25
Midnight, Mon., Nov. 25

4:30 pm. Sun., Nov. 30
7:00 pm, Mon., Dec. 1

Commons
-Main Dining
-Chily's Express

6:30 pm, Mon., Nov. 24
6:30 pm, Tues., Nov. 25

7:30 am, Mon., Dec. 1
6:00 pm, Sun., Nov. 30

"I'm thankful for Mike and my family. I also like to thank Cod for His blessings and for
my school psychology family."
-Love from Beth Broyles

6:30 pm, Mon., Nov 24
11:00 pm, Mon., Nov. 24
6:30 pm, Tues., Nov. 25
6:30 pm, Fri., Nov. 21

7:30 am, Mon., Dec. 1
4:30 pm, Sun., Nov. 30
4:30 pm, Sun., Nov. 30
4:30 pm, Mon., Dec. 1

Thanks to UAO Outdoor Recreation Committee members: Ryan Wiksten, Nick Hagen and Laura Hayes.
Keep up the good work."
-Adam Navraril. Director of Outdoor Rec.

McDonald
-Main Dining
-GT Deli
-GT Express
-Towers West

Harshman
-The Galley Snack Bar
Student Union
-Falcon's Nest
-Pheasant Room
-Bowl-N-Greenery
-Pizza Outlet

Midnight, Mon., Nov, 24
Days Open
Tues., Nov. 25
Wed., Nov. 26
Sun., Nov. 30
Tues., Nov. 25
Tues., Nov. 25
Sun., Nov. 30

7:30 am, Mon., Dec. 1

Hours
7:00 am - 8:00 pm
7:00 am - 2:00 pm
4:00 pm - 3:00 am
11:30 am -1:30 pm
7KX) am -1:30 pm
4:00 pm - 3:00 am

Thanks for being such a great roommate and Delta Zeta sister, Staci!"
-Lindsay Prater
"I am thankful for my family and friends."
—Anita Zuber

"I'd like to thank my school pyschology family for their support as well as my family for their nice support.
and a big thanks to Walter A. Clark."
-Bonike Odegbami
"I love my UAO Publications Committee! Lesley Raff, Heather Boger, Annie Stewart and Megan Ayers, you rule!
Thanks also to UAO Board for making me smile."
-Wendy Vander Wall, Director of Publications

Student Union closed Thurs., Nov. 27 through Sat, Nov. 29.
Normal hours will resume on Mon., Dec. 1, for all dining centers.
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page
1111 Spnng Break Cancun a Jamaica 13791
Book Early • Save' Get a group • Go Free!
Panama Ory $129! South Beach (Bart Close
5am) $ 120> ipringbreaklraval.com
1 800-67^6386
1

1111 Spring Break Bahamas Parry Cruise 6
days J279' Includes meals, tree parties1 Gel a
group • Go Free1 Prices increase soon ■ Save
*S0I spnngoreaklravel com 1 800-678 6386

URGENTI
Need Graduation Tickets - Will pay
Cal Chnt. 372-5773

Warned i or 2 subleases lor spring sem. 1
Bdrm, $42Srmo. S. Summit location, call Julta
@3S4-51&4

Want to look rhmner a healthier? Winter
Blaht? Campus Tanning. 125/mo. Unlimited
3527889

WANTED:
3 DEC GRADUATION
TICKETS-Will pay!
CallJen 353-7905

WANTED
A Flnriay Pholo Studio is looking lor
a figure model These Week s white
photographs wlR be artistic figure
studes and will be entered In a estate
competition Cal lor details
1-41A-42S-12SS
The Inner Eye'

HELP WANTED

i Graduation Dckai naaOea
Call 372-5677

$1000 WEEKLY!! Stuff envelopes at home for
1200 eacn plus bonuses F/T. P/T Make
WOO.weekly. guaraniMd! Free supplies For
details, send one stamp to N 181. 12021 Wil
sh-reEavd Sur»5S2,Lo»Anoetes.CA9O0?5

ileeeer needed, great room males
Great Iocs son. own room
Can Carl 0353-1346

Alpha PN Alpha PM
HayAngieFarangHow many more days now?
We're gelling dosei Veah i
Great |Ob on your debate.
we knew you could do HI
Love. Jenny W.
Alpha PM Alpha PM

Si 500 weekly potenoal mailing our oncuiars
Free information Call 4.0 347 1475
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Now hiring for Spring Semester
Partlmt
Less than one Mock from campus
Sfchr. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A shift 7 00am - 1000am
Bthrft 10:15am- l:,5pm
C theft: 1 30pm-4 30pm

1 Ticket lor Dec. 20th Graduation
Will pay tor ticket a phone call
Tina Prtoul ski 440- 355-6125
11D 2 tubleasers needed
Cal Chnt or Brian 9352-2472

NTRAMURAL PRACTICUM APPLICATIONS
FOR SPflMG 1906 ARE DUE: PICK UP APPLICATIONS FOR SPORT MANAGEMENT
AM) RECREATION MAJORS M 130 PERRY
HOUSE ANO RETURN TO THE sM OFFICE
BY MOVE MBE R 2S. 1887.

Hornet for cats a dogs. Wood County Humane
Society 352 7339

We want to adopt a baby
Four years ago we were blessed with the adoption ol a beautiful baby boy. Today we hope to
be just at fortunate by locating a mother who
finds ut 10 be the right family for her baby My
husband and I are both amsta and own our
own design business We work at home which
allows ut tons of Ime to be together Our son
Tucker very much wants to be a big brother
and asked il he could adopt the baby too. To
speak to Tom or Deborah call:

1 888-610-2555

New Flexible Hours Avallabsaf
Possibltty of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 31
354 8802
354-8703

Hale Subieeeer Wanted
New Frazee Apis 3 Bdrm, 2 Bath,
Fireplace, 3 other roomatee.
Cal tor Into: 352-2*03 or call Dan collect
216-»71-37I3

Danotrt - Now hiring for the

■1 Gentlemen's Club m Toledo.

Need Graduation Tickets
Call Mike at 354-1292
Will pay money

Travel A magazine modeling available
DejaVu 419-531-0079
Employment Opportunity
Data Canter Position
'Major company located in Maumee'
-business enwronment
•gain professional experience
-training provided
-entry-level opportunity
•student hours
-all majors welcomed
Respond to:
Kelly Services
4210 W. Sylvar-a Ave. ste 205
Toledo. OH 43623

RE NT OUR PLACE I
SUBLEASERS NEEDED SPRING SEMES
TER IDEAL LOCATION. FABULOUSI FUR
NISHED, PERFECT FOR 2-3 PLEASE CALL
CARRE 352-8768
Rmle. wanted. Immediately Own room. Fum
shed. Basic uil included S22S/mo. plus dep
Call 354-9890
Subteaaer needed tor Spnng Sem. 2 bdrm.
rum. Acroat from BW 3't Rent it negotiable
Call tor more into. 354-4337

.i>. ~1
i^ZZTZZ
c taVaeafsMfJI
woo.* ««p-< »*™

^ "■* ^m ^™

248 8. Main St.

352-8578

419-.792-0555 phone
419-292-0759 tax

Subteaaer needed tor spring tern.
New turn dean apt. w/own bed/bathroom
Close to camput. For into can 353-7052

L-o+s 'o Bikes
ov\

Market Research
We are now hiring for dependable, custom*.
service oriented individuals We offer:
•Flexible scheduling

Urgent
Need Graduation Ticket
WsTPay
Call 372-1631

SALE
Layaway for

ChRisrmas

j CHOOSE ANY 2'',

Check out Cycle Werks
for Holiday Gift Shopping
• Skateboards

<"•£>

• BMX/Freestyle

• Rollerblades
• Birkenstock
• English Darts
• Clothing for casual
wear and cycling.

BIRKENSTOCK
English Darts
Back in stock!!!

/• 7" 1 Item Pizza
^
pnn
^ Huge Breadsticks run '
/•Small Sub
&A fc '/
?• 7 Wings
^H./O/
£• 4 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks/
; JUST ASK! SPECIAL! /
/

FREE DELIVERY \

',

352-5166
'<
Open 4 pm
/
Lunch weekends '

. •

■—

Horn-!■»■■

J
/

, Not Vt*f Wlti An, Otfwr Offer • E>p«w 1201*7/

'Average 24 hours a weak, more available M
desired
'Telephone Interviewing- no sales or telemarketing
"Casual work environment
"Gain valuable work experience
Cail Cindy Jad at 292-0555 or stop m today at
4210 W. Sylvan* Ave. Suite 205. Toledo, OH
43623 Never a fee) These positions startTues.
Nov 25.1997 Kelly Services- EOE.
ORDER ENTRY
SEASONAL
S5 75-S6 25..
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and part-time
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders
inio our order processing system Positions are
open on day. everung. and third shifts during
trie week and on weekends -4. 6, and 8 hour
shifts available Must have basiccomputer and
typ*ng skills Positions are also open lor clerical
personnel. Attendance incentives, generous
employee discount, and professional supervision Apply In person atour corporate offices
Mon 8 Tues. from 9:00am 7 00pm. or Wed F n
from 9 00am-5:00pm Veckory Farms. 1505 Holland Rd . Maumee. OH43537 E OE
HICKORY FARMS

Monday, November 24, 1997

CLEVELAND/AKRON STUDENTS
Great Part Time Job Opportunities''
Home City Ice offers FLEXIBLE hours and
EXCELLENT pay for its employees during tie
school year and summer break 8 40 hours per
weekJobs average $6 50-10 OOVhour
Call Brian or Tommy Toll-Free

800-376-5388

•listings avail lor 98-98
W*ll mail or you pickup al
316E Merry 13.3S3Q32S
1 -4 aubtaaaars naadad tor nait semester
2 Mocks horn campus Call 3542427

Please call us during your winter break to interview and apply

2 BDRM apt. near campus
Avail, now or 2nd Semester
NO PETS 353-8206 OH 354-8206

PART TIME INSTRUCTORS wanted to teach
bikNgy. physics, and chemistry classes m BG
and Toledo Evenings and weekends. Great
pay. Must have graduate degree or be working
towards one Contact Jui* at 536 3702

2 Bdrm. 605 5th sL Apt. C
Avail. Jan 1 si S3S0 plus utilities
Slave Smirh 352-8917

Pan time office cleaning Evenings, over
Thanksgiving 8 Christmas break. 15-20 hrs.
per week Call 352-5822
PoeiDon Available • Furl time sales support with
marketing responsibilities w' agressrve young
company. Competitive salary A benefits pack
age offered Call Michelle 41 »535 1808
Prep. 8 delivery personnel tor Christmas break
and Spring semester. DiBenedettos. 1432 E
Wooeter Apply 1 30-4 00pm
Toledo Country Club now hinng lor part time
holiday help Banquet staff, wait staff and bus
ser positions available. Above average pay
rate for all positions Scholarship opportunities
available. Day and evening shifts wanted. Will
happily work with class schedules. Apply in
person or calf for more information & (419)
382-3416
Wanted 100 students Lose 8 - 100 lbs New
metabolism breakthrough Dr recommended
Guaranteed
S30 cost
Free gift
1 800 856-09^6

FOR SALE
1 Bdrm Apt for rent on 3rd St. Aval middle of
Dec $350 plus uW Call 352-9971.
1994 Honda Helix
(Scooter) For Sale
Call 353-6127
20' SANYO stereo CATV with remote
A-V input, audio output, 178 CH
Si SO-OBO Call Enc © 354-7604
85 Chevy Chevette. Gray. No rust S500 or
Destorter 354-8000
Guitar Amplifier Half-Stack. Carvm 3200 mas
ter tube theories 100 wan head 8 400 wan 4 x
12 cabinet. Owned less than 6 mo. Excellent
cond Call 353-5144
Iguana cage. 2 feet by 3 feet with acessones
Call Megan at 354-0220
Mircowave Oven for sale S40 Emerson Good
Cond Camera Olympus: $30 Cal 372-4111
Monday MNln-ght Turkey Madness
On sale tonight at midnight
New Releases from:
Sublime
2Pac
Clutch
Prodigy
Marilyn Manson • Remix CD Single
Tonight al Midnight
Madhaner Music
143E.Wooster

353355S

Toyota 84 Tercel 3 door kit back 45.000 miles
Exc. tires. Well maintained $700 or best offer
352 3393

Apartment tor rent, available lor spring semester. Close to campus. 1 bedroom, big family
room, lull kitchen and laundry facilities Cal
354 7310
Duplex house with 1 bedrroom and yard Subleaser needed by Dec. 25th $440 per month
inducing as utilities.353-5266
Female Subleaser Wanted Si68/mo
Close to campus Call 3S3-2IS1

Single home-owner seeking two or three
grad students to share very nice 4 bdrm house
onWintergarden. Just olf Poe Rd. Internabonalsrudents welcome. Call 436-5672 days.
260-8966 evenings
SouthSide Sell Slorage now
renting all sizes at 993 S Main

353 8206 or 3548206
Storage Avail. 5x10- 10x30units
Call 354 2260

Subteaaer wanted tor spring and summer semesters i bedroom apartment in Hiiisdale
Complex $350/mo Cal 354-1302

Sublet: 2 side by side efficiences connected by
entryway. large slorage space Ideal lor 2
friends but will sublet separately. $360 each.
347 N. Mam St. Apt. C 8 U. CaH 352-Olbb
(leave message)
Two Bdrm, one bath house in BG
Avail Jan l St. neoot Pels O.K.

Grade. 2 apta. Close ID campus tor 98-90. 12
mo leases Start May 8 Aug Call 352 2230

Call 354-2285

Houses 1 Duplexes tor '»* '99 school year
no 4 person homes available
12 month leases only starring in May
Steve Smith 352-8917 (no calls alter Bpm)

WHAT DO YOU WANT?
Clean appt? Close to campus? Cheep Rent?
Free Cable? YOU GOT ITI Call 3723706 for
details

Houses. 1 8 2bdrm.fum.apa. for
1998-99 school year 352-7454

Help Wanted
BGSU Students
Belong to a fun, enthusiastic
group of people.
Start
earning $5.20/hr in a
variety
of
interesting
positions at the Kreischer
Sundial
Food
Court,
Shadows Snack Bar, and the
Silver River Cafe Restaurant
and Coffee House. Will
train general and advanced
positions. Cooks needed
over Lunch M-F, cleaning
staff needed evenings M-F.
Other jobs include customer
service, kitchen food prep,
restaurant wait staff, pizza,
supervisors,
and cashiers. DINING
Flexible SERVICES
scheduling.
Call 372-9327,
or stop in at
the Kreischer
Sundial Food

L* 3

Court.

CALL US!
353-MEGA
(6 3 4 2)
1616 E. WOOSTER

SI

FREE Delivery or 15 Min.pidt-up

The Domino's Meal Plan
Mention this ad when ordering

LARGE PEP

$5.99#!
One Large One hem Pizza
1)1 IT DISH SI 00 EXTRA NOT
\ M II) WITH ANY (iriH-R
m I I H I XPIRI.S 1-6-91

MEGA DEAL

$8.99
Any Size Pizza
With Up To 9 Items
DOFDOH9I i »*K\ DO Bl i
< III I SI.LXTRA NOT VALID- \NV
onifcROfMR hXPffiliSliMil

November is
International
Drum Month!

FALCON COMBO

$9.99

One Medium Two llem Pizza,
Two Coca-Colas &
One Order of Twisty Bread
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER

OFFER EXPIRES 1*911

FOR RENT

SELL IT...

9QMQ8
7*e
'B/otedoir* ^fbfoce

FOR SALE

ANNOUNCE IT...

AJtemetrv« Clothing • Winter Wear
• BeaderJ/Vlemp Jewelry • Imported Ci9ars
• Clove Crgarettes • Incense • Unique
Canrjles • Tapestries • Stickers • posters •
«00» Tees • Pstcrrwork Pants • Hair Glitter
(gold A sikrer) S wide assortment of
washable colors • 8ody Punfiers (100*
guarantee) Heather. padded wool socks

50% Ofll DOUBLE LARGE
50% Off $12.99igp
all Drum Sets
in stock
^'■QMsMUGICJ

•Scented oils & lotions •

CAMPUS EVENTS

FIND IT...
WANTED

In The
BG News
Classifieds
Place your ad at
204 West Hall.

FKEE

BG News Stress Ball
when you stop inl

445 E. Woostcr
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

149 N. Main St
352-0170

I
Two Large Two Item
I,^Q^
. !H I l-KISHPizzas
S I \THA NOMM.Ili

I
I.

\*^/f *HHAM "IIIIKOI-rHR

DOUBLE MEDIUM

$10.99i£fc
Two Medium Two Item
I .
Pizzas
DeVDBHSlEXHU NOT VALni
arfTH ANY onim orra*
I \I1WIS I fc9S

We accept competitors' coupons
for like Product & Service

MEIVS BASKETBALL
HOME Or I MIC
MONDAY
\ UP III AT
7:00
vs
OHIO

MHeiiii:ie\
Help the Falcons begin another
exciting season!
Students Admitted FREE With
Valid K€J.SU ID.

